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Please help the Fisdap community by administering 
this pilot test to your students or fellow educators. 
This essential step of the process determines the 
validity of the questions and the future direction of each 
assessment. In addition to the six unit exams we have 
always offered, we have added anatomy & physiology 
for EMTs, and broken operations Into two exams: EMS 
Operations: Intro Includes communication, safety & 
wellness, documentation, medical/legal, and lifting 
and moving, while EMS Operations 2 Includes HazMat, 
Vehicle Ops, MCI, and special challenges.

The following categories are available to 
pilot test individually:

Each of the unit exams should be administered in a 
secure and proctored environment. In order to schedule 
an appropriate amount of time for each exam, please 
allow for 1 minute per question.

Any student with a Fisdap account can attempt the 
exams and Fisdap staff can generate a free pilot testing 
account for students who do not currently have an 
account. Student should have a piece of scratch paper 
and a pencil to write down issues or discuss concepts 
during their attempt and be sure to include the item ID 
number for reference.

For now, accessing the EMT Pilot Unit Exams is different 
than other exams. They are secure and proctored 
assessments, but they do NOT have to be scheduled 
inside of Fisdap.

Access the content:

1. Log into Fisdap

2. Go to Fisdap Pilot Testing1 

3. Select Paramedic Unit Exams

4. Select Enrol Me

5. Select Category

6. Select Attempt quiz now

7. Enter password: EUE2022

We eagerly await feedback and are excited to analyze the 
results! At the end of the exam, please collect scratch 
papers to ensure exam security. Any feedback can be 
submitted to ltilden@fisdap.net for details.

Topic Number of items Cut Score %

Airway 98 69

Cardiology 95 68

EMS Operations 86 71

Medical Emergencies 92 66

Ob/Gyn & Pediatrics 110 67

Trauma 103 68

A&P 84 71

EMS Operations 2 92 70

1  https://pilottesting.fisdap.net/

Fisdap EMT Unit Exams, Twelfth Edition are now 
available for pilot testing!
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